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The CRP Henri Tudor seeks to recruit a:



PhD Student (M/F) in Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) of noise emissions from mobility 3 years fixed term contract (+1 for dissemination), Full-time, Start July 2014



Your missions: • •



• •



The PhD project is part of a larger European project “Environmental assessment of Dynamic Processes – considering time dependency in Life Cycle Assessment” (DyPLCA), co-funded by the Luxembourg’s and French Research Agencies. The main tasks of the PhD project are: 1) the development of temporally explicit Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) and LCIA modelling (at midpoint and endpoint level) of mobility noise, in particular car traffic noise, for several archetypal situations; 2) The assessment of the relevance of noise contribution to human health damages as compared to other traffic components Final goal of the PhD’s work will be to develop and validate the life cycle impact assessment method and the generation of sets of characterization factors for several archetypal situations The PhD student will attend international meetings/conferences every year and university courses. A strong publication track is expected.



Your profile: • • • • •



You hold a Masters’ Degree in Acoustics, but degrees in Mathematics, Engineering or related fields are also valuable credentials; programming skills, especially in the GIS field, are an advantage. Strong interest and competences in environmental science and Life Cycle Assessment methods and tools will be considered an asset; You have proven organizational skills and think interdisciplinary; You are creative, and a team player; The knowledge of English is mandatory. Spoken and written French or German is an asset.



If you are interested, please send your application in English language (cover letter and curriculum vitae) quoting ref. CRTE/EEM-14/002 to: Mrs. Daisy Thill ([email protected]) Centre de Recherche Public Henri Tudor Centre de Ressources des Technologies pour l’Environnement (CRTE) 6A, avenue des Hauts-Fourneaux, L-4362, Esch-sur-Alzette, Luxembourg



Location: • • •



Luxembourg (Main host institution) — Public Research Centre Henri Tudor (CRPHT) / Resource Centre for Environmental Technologies (CRTE) [http://www.tudor.lu/en/departments/CRTE] France (University supervisor and dissertation defence’s location) - Prof. C. Lavandier – MRTE Laboratory / University of Cergy Pontoise / Civil engineering department of IUT. Research stays (France): IFFSTAR - Nantes; Université de Franche-Comté; Acoucité - Lyon;



If you are interested, please send your application in English language (cover letter and curriculum vitae) quoting ref. CRTE/EEM-14/002 to: Mrs. Daisy Thill ([email protected]) Centre de Recherche Public Henri Tudor Centre de Ressources des Technologies pour l’Environnement (CRTE) 6A, avenue des Hauts-Fourneaux, L-4362, Esch-sur-Alzette, Luxembourg



Detailed work program: Exterior noise from car traffic affects people living in the surrounding of traffic ways and its effects on human health have been demonstrated in a number of literature studies (e.g. Esjmont et al, 1999; Müller-Wenk, 1999, 2002, 2004; IMAGINE, 2007). The assessment of the impact of noise shall therefore be included in Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) when car traffic is the objective of the study (e.g. in studies related to (electro)mobility) or it is an important phase (e.g. in studies involving logistic systems and long supply chains). Despite the relevance of noise, very few methodological attempts of noise characterization in LCA have been published (Müller-Wenk, 1999, 2002, 2004; Vicente et al, 2009; Althaus et al, 2009a-b) and none of them is currently agreed in the LCA community. Recently, the CRPHT has conducted a study in collaboration with a world car tire manufacturer to investigate the reliability of these methodologies to characterize the assessment of car tire noise in LCA. The results showed that the contribution of noise to the human health impact is probably overestimated because of the systematic averaging over the time and spatial dimension of the numerous parameters intervening in both the LCI and LCIA steps. Indeed, the actual conditions of noise fate, exposure and effect assessment are so variable and context specific that, without a proper time and spatial characterization of the noise sources and related effects in specific targets, the assessment is finally totally unreliable. The aim of this task is to perform a comprehensive time dependent assessment of car traffic noise contribution to human health impacts. To this aim, the test bed case will include the following sub-tasks. Task 1: modelling of noise emissions and fate



First, a comprehensive model of a city will be produced in order to model a typical journey of a car, thanks to the collaboration with Acoucité, University of Cergy-Pontoise and IFFSTAR. The model of the Grand Lyon, maintained by Acoucité, will be used in the software tool for noise modelling recently developed by IFFSTAR Nantes (OrbitGIS). The model will include the three main types of road: urban, semi-urban and highways. Road and traffic conditions are known, as well as buildings occupancy. Extreme conditions could also be studied: rain, anti-noise walls, narrow streets, etc. Marginal and not marginal increases of traffic will then be considered, e.g. an additional operation of 1’000 cars assuming a distribution (and journeys) proportional to the current traffic or a completely stochastic, and characterizing the type of source emission (different car and car tire types, road pavements, driving behaviours). Noise levels at the facades of the buildings will then be calculated. Finally, from the population census of the different quarters of the city model, which is currently available in the city model, we will determine the number of persons exposed to the noise level difference induced by the tire, differentiated according to day or night time. Task 2: modelling of noise exposure and effects



First step will be the identification of the main relevant variables (included in the model developed in task 1) that are able to characterize (over time) the noise levels at different locations. Then impact characterization will proceed towards two different levels, i.e. midpoint and endpoint. Until now, at midpoint level authors have used the If you are interested, please send your application in English language (cover letter and curriculum vitae) quoting ref. CRTE/EEM-14/002 to: Mrs. Daisy Thill ([email protected]) Centre de Recherche Public Henri Tudor Centre de Ressources des Technologies pour l’Environnement (CRTE) 6A, avenue des Hauts-Fourneaux, L-4362, Esch-sur-Alzette, Luxembourg



percentage of highly annoyed persons (for their communication or during their sleep). These come from surveys and questionnaire to evaluate the degree of annoyance in function of noise levels. It is a quite subjective assessment and the method can be doubtful, as noticed by Probst (2006). For a better analysis, all the degree of annoyance would be taken into account and divided into three main classes: highly annoyed, annoyed and little annoyed (Miedema and Oudshoorn, 2001). However, this differentiation will lead to a lack of data for the next step of damage characterization. The percentage of highly annoyed will be therefore used for the effect characterization and several models could be applied in function of the model output (Leq, LDN, LDEN…) and combinations of these variables. A trial-and-error approach is foreseen, as a sort of sensitivity analysis. The second step is the damage assessment or the conversion of affected persons into DALYs (Disability-Adjusted Life Years). This is currently done thanks to Disability Weights (DW) for each type of disturbance/disease, which however lack of transparency. Several studies have evaluated these DWs and are grouped in WHO (2011). The WHO report defines new DW based on previous literature for highly disturbance for sleep and communication. The aim of the research will be to gain better insight in the calculation of DW, improve them and explore alternative calculation paths. For each situation defined in task 1, DALY values will be calculated as the product of percentage of annoyed persons and the exposed population. Task 3: Scenario analysis and conclusions



The relevance of noise contribution to human health as compared to other traffic lifecycle phases will be then tested against a number of specific scenarios, related to different decision contexts. For example, first we will consider the LCA of an average car (conventional and electric), including all the steps (production, fuel or electricity consumption during operation, decommissioning, etc.) beyond the noise emissions during its operation. Then, we will consider the same types of cars but operated into a larger mobility scenario applied to the same archetypal situations simulated (urban, semi-urban, highways), considering several possible combinations of conventional and electric cars. In both the cases, the contribution of noise emissions to human health damages will be evaluated with the methodology developed within the research project DyPLCA (to which the PhD thesis project belongs), including full temporal characterization, and then compared to the contribution of the other lifecycle steps. The ultimate aim of the research is to derive sets of characterization factors representative of several archetypal situations by starting from the detailed modelling of a high number of very specific situations of emission, fate, exposure and effect. The latter situations are obtained for the model simulation by varying most of the parameters involved in the modelling, along the time dimension.



If you are interested, please send your application in English language (cover letter and curriculum vitae) quoting ref. CRTE/EEM-14/002 to: Mrs. Daisy Thill ([email protected]) Centre de Recherche Public Henri Tudor Centre de Ressources des Technologies pour l’Environnement (CRTE) 6A, avenue des Hauts-Fourneaux, L-4362, Esch-sur-Alzette, Luxembourg



Contribution of partners: Partner CRPHT - Dr. Enrico Benetto LMRTE – University of Cergy Pontoise – Prof. Catherine Lavandier CML Leiden (NL) - Dr. Jeroen Guinée Acoucité – M. Bruno Vincent



Role and responsibilities Scientific Advisor at the Hosting institution – Member of the PhD steering committee



IFFSTAR Nantes – Dr. Benoît Gauvreau Université de FrancheComté – Prof. Frédéric Maury



Expertise on Noise modelling - Member of the PhD steering committee



PhD thesis supervisor - Member of the PhD steering committee



Member of the PhD steering committee Provides the city model (Grand Lyon) and relative data



Expertise on assessment of Health effects of noise emissions - Member of the PhD steering committee



If you are interested, please send your application in English language (cover letter and curriculum vitae) quoting ref. CRTE/EEM-14/002 to: Mrs. Daisy Thill ([email protected]) Centre de Recherche Public Henri Tudor Centre de Ressources des Technologies pour l’Environnement (CRTE) 6A, avenue des Hauts-Fourneaux, L-4362, Esch-sur-Alzette, Luxembourg
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certificat de dÃ©cision - Processus environnemental de participation ... 

10 avr. 2017 - ENGAGEMENTS ET MESURES D'ATTENUATION ADDITIONNELLES APPLICABLES. â€¢ Respecter les engagements pris par StrÃ˜m Spa dans ...
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10 avr. 2017 - Titre du projet : StrÃ˜m spa nordique â€“ QuÃ©bec (Bassin Brown). NumÃ©ro de projet : PEPC-044. 2. DÃ‰CISION DE L'APQ. â˜� Projet non-autorisÃ© ...
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CERTIFICAT 

Professeur titulaire, dÃ©partement de psychopÃ©dagogie et d'andragogie. FacultÃ© des sciences de l'Ã©ducation. UniversitÃ© de MontrÃ©al. Bruno Poellhuber.
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Certificat 

22 janv. 2019 - La publication de ce certificat et du logo « Meilleurs Distributeurs Automobiles 2019 » à des fins de communication interne ou externe est ...
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certificat 

16 dÃ©c. 2017 - Le prÃ©sent certificat est octroyÃ© moyennant respect du RÃ¨glement GÃ©nÃ©ral rÃ©gissant la certification autocontrÃ´le de VINÃ‡OTTE sa. Au nom de ...Termes manquantsÂ :
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CERTIFICAT DE PRÃ‰SENCE 

CERTIFICAT DE PRÃ‰SENCE. LIEU DE LA FORMATION: A participÃ© au programme de formation continue: ICPI a approuvÃ© ce programme de. 4 crÃ©dits de ...
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certificat de conformite ce 

incombe au centre de contrôle : Istituto Ricerche Breda – TÜV Italie – TÜV Bayern. Via Sarca 336; I-20126 Milan. N° d'identification : 0426. Stuttgart, le 18 juin ...
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certificat de conformite ce 

Via Sarca 336; I-20126 Milan. N° d'identification : 0426. Stuttgart, le 20 juin 1997. Rainer Klenk. Manager Produit. Traduction de l'original en allemand fournie à ...
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Certificat de Réussite 

Rémi BACHELET, Docteur ès sciences de gestion. - Certificat de Réussite -. Lille, le 10/06/2013. Je soussigné, Rémi Bachelet, Docteur ès sciences de gestion, ...
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Certificat de conformite BPL 

CERTIFICAT DE CONFORMITE AUX BONNES PRATIQUES DE LABORATOIRE. SELON LES DIRECTIVES 2004/9/CE ET 2004/10/CE. CERTIFICATE OF ...
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CERTIFICAT DE PRÃ‰SENCE 

NCMA a approuvÃ© ce programme de. 4 crÃ©dits de formation continue pour les installateurs certifiÃ©s. CERTIFICAT DE PRÃ‰SENCE. A participÃ© au programme de ...
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CERTIFICAT DE BONNE CONDUITE 

NOTA. - · Cette pièce, en cris de perte, ne peut être l"P-mplacoe par duplicntn. •. 3e CORP S D'ARMÉE. MODELE NO 11. ' Art. 410 du règlemc10t du 25 ao!
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bulletin de participation 

IdentitÃ© de l'exposant. Raison social, enseigne :â€¦ ... Ã  partir de 19h00. Signature prÃ©cÃ©dÃ©e de la mention Â«lu et approuvÃ© Â» avec tampon de l'entreprise.
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appel de participation AWS 

14 janv. 2017 - C'est avec grand plaisir que nous vous invitons Ã  la JournÃ©e de la percussion 2017! Durant cette journÃ©e, plusieurs activitÃ©s vous seront offertes, comme des classes de maÃ®tre, des ateliers et des concerts mettant en vedette des 
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dossier de participation 

notamment à des messages vidéos. . Home page ... Pour une communication en grand format au cœur de ... Format PDF, illustrator, Photoshop, Corel,. (300dpi) ...
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Bulletin de participation 

BULLETIN DE PARTICIPATION. SELECTION DEPARTEMENTALE. CONCOURS. MEILLEURE BAGUETTE DE TRADITION FRANCAISE. A DÃ‰POSER LE 29 MARS 2017, SUR LE LIEU DU CONCOURS : IN'SAV â€“ Institut des Saveurs de Gironde. 6 rue RenÃ© Cassin â€“ 33300 BORDEAUX. BOULANG
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Certificat de Type FAA_SE3130... - HELIMAT 

certifies that the type design for the following product ieith the operating limita: tions and conditions therefor as precified in the Federal Aviation Regulations and ...
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ModalitÃ©s de participation 

date du dÃ©but du jeu, rÃ©sidant en France mÃ©tropolitaine (Corse comprise). ... Ce lot ne comprend pas : le transport, la taxe de sÃ©jour, l'adhÃ©sion Ã  la FUAJ et les ...
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ModalitÃ©s de participation 

16 oct. 2017 - nominatif, non remboursable, non Ã©changeable. Ce lot ne comprend pas : le transport, la taxe de sÃ©jour, l'adhÃ©sion Ã  la FUAJ et les dÃ©penses.
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engagement de participation - Minalogic 

Informatique et libertés, BUSINESS FRANCE, 77 boulevard Saint Jacques, 75 014 PARIS ou par courrier électronique à l'adresse [email protected].
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ENGAGEMENT DE PARTICIPATION 

722 â‚¬. 400â‚¬. 1285 â‚¬â‚¬. â�’ Â« 2e participant - Rencontres Acheteurs sur la ConfÃ©rence BIOMED Israel 2011Â». 450â‚¬. 450 â‚¬. Adresser original Ã  l'adresse suivante :.
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APPEL DE PARTICIPATION 

noter que les places disponibles sont limitÃ©es, veuillez donc vous inscrire le plus rapidement possible! En cas d'une trop forte demande de participation, par ...
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certificat medical 

... contre-indication à la pratique de la course à pied en compétition. Certificat établi à …............................................. le …................................... Tampon et signature :
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